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Abstract 
The evaluation and selection process of presidents/rectors of universities and other higher educational institutions has always 
been a very special, extraordinary, exclusive and usually confidential process regardless of which office and/or authority 
conducts the process. The main qualification has almost always been the academic accomplishments of the candidates and the 
most promising place to look for a person with the capacity for the job is within academia itself. But the tasks and challenges 
facing the elected or appointed presidents are greatly administrative necessitating strategy deliberation; institutional positioning, 
financial dexterity, social skills, fund-raising capacity and leadership. This shift of overlap presents an unexpected issue both 
from the perspective of the candidate (or appointee) and institution and institutional pressures do not permit the luxury of 
learning on the job. New educational schemes become available aimed directly the new elected or appointed position owners. 
This study investigates the training programs for elected and/or appointed president/ rectors as well as aiming the potential 
candidates. The underlying programs are examined by their perspectives, approach, duration, and content.  
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1. Introduction and literature survey 
The evaluation and selection process of presidents/rectors of universities and other higher educational 
institutions has always been a very special, extraordinary, exclusive and usually confidential process regardless of 
which office and authority conducts the process. The main qualification has almost always been the academic 
accomplishments of the candidates and the most promising place to look for a person with the capacity for the job is 
among the academics (Dods, 2001). Chairs, deans and vice presidents form a natural pool of candidates for 
university presidency. Since the expected end products of such institutions are higher education and scholar outputs, 
a candidate’s educational experience, acquaintance with the ways and workings of academic institutions and 
research and learning orientation are gravely important. This orientation may be expected to support academic 
freedom against immense pressures from the environment as well as from various constituencies and stakeholders 
and give courage to fight the short term profit orientation with the ideals of higher education. Presidents coming 
from academia are more likely to engage with enthusiasm instead of the cold professionalism expected from CEO’s 
of the business life who might easily consider the post as a jumping base for a better job, or a pleasant post to retire 
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(Dods, 2001). Usually academics do not seem to consider the post of presidency until they pass through other 
academic posts in row. However, once proposed or considered for the job, it momentarily becomes an exciting 
purpose. It represents an opportunity to assume responsibility and authority for an entire institution, to be able to 
make a difference in a world they know and value, correct the problems they detected and judged from long before 
(McLaughlin, 1996).   
Contrarily, a newcomer to presidency of an educational organization from any other profession may not have a 
better chance of being accepted by the faculty as an intellectual peer. Faculty might easily condemn the new 
president coming from an unrelated vocation, as “intellectually bankrupt”, without considering possible past 
accomplishments of the person (Dodds, 2001). Educational organizations carry different set of forms, properties and 
realities when viewed through the tenets of bureaucratic theory (Weick, 1976). It would be a great mistake in 
regarding the management of higher educational organizations as similar to the management of classical profit 
oriented manufacturing businesses (Stephen, 1967). Instead Weick et al (1976) argues that educational organizations 
might be understood within the concept of “loose coupling” which integrates inherently different specifications, 
elaborate and complex problems, and generates challenging puzzles for scholars which might present unexpected 
properties of less explained and less nested cluster of events (Weick, 1976). These differences do not ease or replace 
the burden of presidents as the head of an entire enterprise with immense challenges; rather they add on top of them. 
The tasks and challenges facing the elected or appointed presidents also are greatly administrative, necessitating 
strategy deliberation, institutional positioning, financial dexterity, social skills, fund-raising capacity and leadership 
(Cocker et al 2007). The job of an ideal university president seems to necessitate a superman (Dodds, 2001).  
Paradoxically even deans have usually had limited contact with the full scope of responsibilities that a president 
assignees which requires acclimating themselves to new surroundings, multitasking, adjusting a reasonable pace of 
change, determining priorities for presidential action, able to delegate works (Dodds, 2001 , McLaughlin, 1996).  
The post calls for a holistic and integrative interpretation of multiple and often contradictory signals, an ability to 
detect the fine nuances between them, and proper and relevant action (Malan & Kriger, 1998).  
Emotional resilience and ability to withstand pressures are among the many necessary capacities a president in 
higher education should possess.  Considering the dual nature of higher education organizations, these capacities 
will be tested with unexpected severity and intensity.  The presidents are usually being appointed to the position 
because of their accumulated knowledge, deep understanding of the intricacies of the job, and past accomplishments 
in number of situations on other posts proving their wizardry on the profession.  However, transition from teacher to 
chief executive and able to keep integrity, is a challenging accomplishment. Development of key relationships 
especially with the trustees, ability to gain confidence of others, ability to deal with nonacademic people, developing 
a secure base of support are all enormously vital skills for them which might have been outside of their past 
practices as a professor. Therefore, very few of them are fully prepared for the unexpected challenges that lie ahead 
or vastly diverse skills and abilities required (Coyne et al, 2005, McLaughlin, 1996). This shift of overlap presents a 
challenge both from the perspective of the candidate (or appointee) and institution.  
Organizational stakeholders greet the new president both with hopes and skepticism. Although the organizational 
structures and management practices of universities and colleges can be accepted as not authoritarian, still, the 
central figure, or the pole of the enterprise where all the stakeholders are turning to is the president.  Presidents are 
expected to understand the academic enterprise, admissions, retention, financial basics, and strategic positioning as 
well as classical tasks of the chief executive such as managing complex budgets both in terms of allocating 
resources living on good terms with the state legislature, and be a good speaker, productive, articulate and 
responsive leader. On the presidents’ side, common challenges indicate the “surprises” they face in the initial 
“entry” phase. These surprises include the nature of the president’s job, the pace one must keep, the number and 
range of issues brought to the president’s attention, constituent’s paradoxical hopes and disappointments for 
expected change and solitary nature of decision making (McLaughlin, 1996). Moreover, considering that the 
“equilibrium” becoming the transient stage and “disequilibrium” becoming the ‘modus operandi’ of our daily 
conducts (Ruelas-Gassi, 2002) acceptance of uncertainty, irregularity, unpredictability, and impermanence and 
knowing how to deal with them, to engage in dialogical and dialectical thinking (Ardelt, 2004) are now inevitable 
part of higher educational organizations’ daily conduct. These external and internal pressures make it imperative for 
new presidents to look for compensating for this shift of overlap. Crash courses on technical particulars, private 
meetings with external industry experts, hiring private coaches and asking help from previous presidents as mentors 
is not uncommon. But institutional pressures do not permit the luxury of learning on the job (Coyne et al 2005). 
They cannot assume that things will get sorted out “along the way”, or can be dispensed by conducting proper 
meetings (Bensimon 1989). The arrival of new president necessarily means some degrees of change for an 
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institution. New presidents aren’t expected to have heavenly formulas to reveal by the first day. Still, stakeholders 
look for important signals immediately. They will try to understand the assumed new direction, new ways of doing 
business and cultural reorientations. But these are the times when new presidents are most vulnerable.  They will be 
-and have to be- more timid on decision making. Instead, it will be imperative for them to make more decisions 
during this period than they had expected.  And these early decisions usually have far more influence in determining 
the success of the president and the organization.  (Coyne et al, 2005). 
This study investigates the executive training programs for elected and/or appointed presidents/rectors as well as 
similar programs which are directly aiming all candidates. The analysis examines the perspectives, duration and 
content of these programs. Finally, the training programs under consideration are compared to find out advantages 
over each other. 
 
2. A comparison of training programs for university presidents 
 
To address this gap new educational scheme becomes available aimed directly the new elected or appointed 
position owners which points the need and attention those programs gather. Harvard Seminar for New Presidents, 
Institute for New Presidents at American Council on Education, New presidents program run by The American 
Association of State Colleges and Universities, Program for new presidents and Executive Leadership Academy run 
by The Council of Independent Colleges, can be counted among them (Kiley, 2012). Table 1 presents the 
comparative analysis of these programs. The programs are compared by their training objectives, contents, duration 
and cost. 
 
Table 1. Training programs for university presidents 
 
Inst./Prog. Objective of Program Content 
 
Harvard 
University/ 
Seminar for New 
Presidents 
 
• 6 days 
• $6000-7000 
• A practical and conceptual orientation 
to the presidency.  
• Familiarizes new presidents with the 
opportunities and hazards they will 
likely face 
• Prepares to respond for multiple 
responsibilities and constituencies of 
their new role. 
• Sessions ranging from fundraising to building the administrative 
team.  
• Seminar focuses on the critical issues of the first months and 
years of the presidency.  
• Provides a chance for new presidents to reflect on their own 
situations and to consult with experts about their special 
concerns and circumstances.  
• Seminar introduces presidents to an extraordinary peer group of 
colleagues from around the country. 
• Addresses key topics such as; contexts of leadership 
governance, presidential fundraising, presidential perspective on 
financial management, building the administrative team 
academic leadership, life of president, strategic planning. 
 
American 
Council on 
Education/               
The ACE 
Institute for New 
Presidents  
 
• 6-day seminars 
+ webinars and 
virtual 
activities 
• $6000-7000 
• interactive panels with experienced 
presidents and other experts,  
• mini-case studies presented by program 
participants,  
• conversations with peers from a range 
of institutions,  
• briefings by national experts.  
• Sessions are facilitated by experienced 
and highly successful presidents and 
thought leaders.  
• Goal is to identify topics and issues of 
immediate concern to new presidents 
and provide the means to address them. 
• Provide insights about the leadership challenges faced by new 
presidents, 
•  Knowledge and skills for dealings with high-visibility, high-
exposure, and unexpected challenges and opportunities,  
• Practical advice on working effectively with the media,  
• Increased understanding of how to assess and manage campus 
culture and change processes,  
• Practical advice on how to form and manage a highly effective 
executive team,  
• An extended professional network of fellow presidents from a 
cross-section of institutions,  
• A low-risk setting to test ideas. 
American Assoc. 
of Com Colleges/    
Presidents 
Academy 
Summer Institute 
 
• 3 days with  
8 preconvention 
workshops 
• $1470 
• Focus on current challenges, emerging 
trends, and opportunities unique to the 
position. 
• focuses on issues of critical importance to success in the role of 
the community college president,  
• providing a mix of content experts and interaction around 
related case studies that result in the development/acquisition of 
ready-to-use skill sets that participants can apply back at their 
respective campuses.  
• Provides opportunities for newer presidents to develop mentor-
mentee relationships with more seasoned presidents,  
• Focus on immediate challenges and opportunities that these 
presidents are facing on their campuses. 
 • Emphasizing the establishment of a  
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American 
Association of 
State Colleges 
and Universities/     
New Presidents' 
Academy 
• 5 days 
• $1900 
strong presidential base. 
• Designed to provide both the know-
how and the tools to forge a solid 
presidency.  
• An intensive and highly focused 
program, a group of tightly connected 
topics and experiences.  
• Focus on the first 500 days, developing 
and enhancing skills that will carry 
participants through their presidential 
career. 
 
 
 
 
N/A 
The Council of 
Indep. Colleges/      
Seminar for 
College& Univ. 
Presidents 
 
• 2 seminars, 
each 2 days, 
total of 4 days  
• Registration 
$400, seminar 
is privately 
funded by Lilly 
Endowment 
• A seminar-based program designed to 
help college and university presidents 
and their spouses to clarify their own 
sense of personal vocation and weigh it 
in the context of the missions of 
institutions they lead and might lead in 
the future.  
• A series of structured conversations, 
participants explore the ways in which 
greater understanding and alignment of 
personal vocation and institutional 
mission can be resources for effective 
presidential leadership. 
• Discover ways in which the individual’s vocation connects with 
and may be animated by he institution’s mission.  
• Provide an appreciation for the kinds of endeavors that offer 
personal satisfaction, a sense of meaning, and, in many, but not 
all cases, a spiritually-grounded belief about the importance of 
work as president which offers the promise of self-knowledge at 
a level that can contribute significantly to presidential success. 
 
The Council of 
Independent 
Colleges/                 
Executive 
Leadership 
Academy 
 
• 2 seminars, 
each 3 days, 
total of 6 days  
• $1800 
• a year-long program to prepare 
experienced provosts and vice 
presidents to become successful 
presidents.  
• Includes two national seminars, 
readings, webinars, individualized 
experiential activities, and structured 
mentorship experiences.  
• By completing the program, 
participants will have acquired 
considerable knowledge, skills, and 
experiences that are germane to the 
portfolio of responsibilities and 
activities central to the work of the 
president. 
• Focus on presidential areas of responsibility, none of which is 
completely contained within the portfolio of a single senior 
campus officer’s position.  
•  fundraising 
• comprehensive campaigns 
• student affairs 
• endowment development and management; board development 
and board relations 
•  institutional strategic planning as well as institutional re-
positioning; alumni affairs 
•  marketing and branding; financial management 
• legal issues 
• governmental relations at the state and federal levels; town-
gown relations 
• campus master planning; buildings and grounds 
• enrollment management  
• athletics 
• personnel management 
 
3. Conclusion 
 
Purpose of a program aiming newly elected presidents or proximate candidates of higher educational 
organizations should not be a classical management and leadership training program per se; but rather gaining 
ability for perspective taking and sound judgment. Attendees, most probably, will be holders of vast intellectual 
knowledge but concentration on interpretative knowledge which reaches beyond formal operational thought and far 
broader than simply analytic, might be more critical for the post of presidency. Although practical orientation and 
tools to deal with pressing matters have to be an integral part of it, main focus should be to engage in dialogical and 
dialectical thinking to bridge the gap between subject and object and to incorporate contradictions that are now 
inevitable part of higher educational organizations’ daily conduct.  
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